In this paper, we extend the notion of orthogonality to the general elements of an absolute matrix order unit space and relate it to the orthogonality among positive elements. We introduce the notion of a partial isometry in an absolute matrix order unit space. As an application, we describe the comparison of order projections. We also discuss finiteness of order projections.
Introduction
Order structure is one of the basic ingredient of C * -algebra theory. If we keep Gelfand-Naimark theorem [10] as well as Kakutani theorem [16] in one place, we can deduce that the self-adjoint part of every commutative C * -algebra is a Banach lattice besides having some other properties. As a contrast, Kadison's antilattice theorem [12] informs us that the self-adjoint part of a non-commutative C * -algebra can not be a vector lattice. Thus the study of the order structure of a general C * -algebra opens as an interesting area. The corresponding theory evolves a study of ordered vector spaces not having any vector lattice structure. Initial significant contribution in this direction begins with Kadison's functional representation of operator (C * -) algebras [13] where he proved that the self adjoint part of any operator system can be represented as the space of affine continuous real valued functions on the state space of the given operator system. (An operator system is a unital, self adjoint subspace of a unital C * -algebra.) This seminal result turned out to be a benchmark and unfolded in the duality theory of ordered vector spaces. Early development of this theory can be found in the works of Bonsall [4, 5] , Edwards [7] , Ellis [8] , Asimov [2, 3] , Ng [22] besides many other people.
However, as a breakthrough, Choi and Effros [9] characterized operator systems a matrix order unit spaces (definition is given latter). This result set another benchmark for the study of the (order theoretic) functional analysis. Besides many others, the first author started working on the order theoretic aspect of C * -algebras. He provided an order theoretic characterization of the algebraic orthogonality among positive elements of C * -algebras. This characterization leads to notions of absolute order unit spaces and absolute matrix order unit spaces (definitions are given latter). Absolute order unit spaces can seen as a generalization of AM-spaces. (An AM-space is a Banach lattice satisfying an additional condition.) Here orthogonality plays an important role.
In [20] , the first author developed a notion of spectral family of (order) projections for (self adjoint) elements of an absolute order unit space. In [21] , the authors proved that a unital linear bijection between two absolute (matrix) order unit spaces is a (complete) isometry if and only if it is a (complete) absolute value preserving map. These results underscore the order theoretic proximity of absolute matrix order unit spaces to unital C * -algebras. In this paper, we continue our study in the same direction. We provide an order theoretic definition of partial isometries suitable to an absolute matrix order unit spaces and extend the comparison theory of projections in a C * -algebra to the comparison theory of order projections in an absolute matrix order unit spaces. The development of the paper is as follows.
As per the definition of an absolutely ordered space, orthogonality is defined only among positive elements. In Section 2, we extend the notion of orthogonality to general elements. First, we extend it to general (self adjoint) elements of an absolutely ordered space and then to all elements in an absolutely matrix ordered space. We briefly discuss some of the properties of an absolute matrix order unit space. In section 3, we introduce partial isometries and other related notions order theoretically in an absolute matrix order unit space. We discuss some of the properties related to these notions. As an application of partial isometries, In Section 4, we propose a comparison of order projections in Section 4. This notion generalizes that of Murray-von Neumann equivalence of projections in a C * -algebra. In this paper, we term it partial isometry equivalence. We also generalize unitary equivalence of projections in a C * -algebra to absolute matrix order unit spaces. We discuss properties related to these two notions. In Section 5, we study finiteness of order projections.
Extending orthogonality
We begin with a definition.
is said to be an absolutely ordered space, if there exists a mapping | · | : V → V + satisfying the following conditions:
It is denoted by (V, V + , | · |), or simply, by V , if there is no ambiguity.
be an absolutely ordered space.
(1) The cone V + is proper and generating.
For such a pair u, v ∈ V + , we shall say that u is orthogonal to v and denote it by
Let us also recall that the notion of absolute value can be characterized in terms of the natural orthogonality in V + . In fact the following result (in a weaker form) was proved in [20] . The proof can be replicated. 
In this section, we extend the notion of orthogonality to general elements. For u, v ∈ V , we say that u is orthogonal to v, we still write u ⊥ v, if ||u| − |v|| = |u| + |v|. (Or equivalently, |u| ⊥ |v|.) In the next result, we characterize orthogonality among general elements in an absolutely ordered space in terms of positive elements. Let us first recall that for each
Proposition 2.4. Let (V, V + , |·|) be an absolutely ordered space and let u, v ∈ V . Then the following statements are equivalent:
(2) implies (3): Again, let u + , u − , v + , v − be mutually orthogonal. Then by the definition, once again, we have (
(3) implies (2): Finally, assume that |u ± v| = |u| + |v|. Then as before, we may get that (u
Now, we shall extend the notion of orthogonality to the general elements in an absolutely matrix ordered space. Recall that a matrix ordered space is a * -vector space V together with a sequence {M n (V ) + } with M n (V ) + ⊂ M n (V ) sa for each n ∈ N satisfying the following conditions:
(a) (M n (V ) sa , M n (V ) + ) is a real ordered vector space, for each n ∈ N;
be a matrix ordered space and assume that | · | m,n : M m,n (V ) → M n (V ) + for m, n ∈ N. Let us write | · | n,n = | · | n for every n ∈ N. Then (V, {M n (V ) + }, {| · | m,n }) is called an absolutely matrix ordered space, if it satisfies the following conditions: Here
We say that u is orthogonal to v, (we continue to write,
We also recall the following properties. (2) If v ∈ M m,n (V ), then 0 m v v * 0 n m+n = |v * | n,m ⊕ |v| m,n .
(4) |v| m,n = v 0 m+r,n for any v ∈ M m,n and r ∈ N.
(5) |v| m,n ⊕ 0 s = v 0 m,n+s for any v ∈ M m,n (V ) and s ∈ N.
Remark 2.7. Let V be an absolutely matrix ordered space.
In fact, by 2.5(3), we have
(2) In particular, for u, v ∈ M m,n (V ), we have u ⊥ v if and only if |u| m,n ⊥ |v| m,n and |u * | n,m ⊥ |v * | n,m (using Remark 2.6(2)).
Proposition 2.8. Let V be an absolutely matrix ordered space and let u, v ∈ M m,n (V ).
(1) u ⊥ v if and only if, |u ± v| m,n = |u| m,n + |v| m,n and |u * ± v * | n,m = |u * | n,m + |v * | n,m .
(2) If u ⊥ v, then u v 2m,n = |u| m,n +|v| m,n and u v m,2n = |u| m,n ⊕|v| m,n .
Proof. (1) . First, assume that u ⊥ v. Then by Proposition 2.4, we have
Thus |u ± v| m,n = |u| m,n + |v| m,n and |u * ± v * | n,m = |u * | n,m + |v * | n,m . Now tracing back the proof, we can prove the converse also.
(2). First, we observe that
and that u 0 2m,n = |u| m,n ⊥ |v| m,n = 0 v 2m,n .
Thus by Remark 2.7 (2) and (1), we get
Similarly, we have
is said to be a matrix order unit space [9] . If there is no ambiguity, we also denote it by (V, e) or even simply by V . In a matrix order unit space (V, e), the order unit determines a matrix norm on V :
It was proved in [19, 20] 
if and only if ab = 0 (that is, a is algebraically orthogonal to b). Definition 2.9. Let (V, {M n (V ) + }, e) be a matrix order unit space and assume that (a) (V, {M n (V ) + }, {| · | m,n }) is an absolutely matrix ordered space; and Proof. If v = 0, then by the definition, we have |v| m,n = 0 and that |v * | n,m = 0. Conversely assume that |v| m,n = 0 and |v * | n,m = 0. By Remark 2.6(3), we deduce
If |v| m,n = 0, then as above,
Let k > 0 be any real number and consider
Then
we conclude that v = 0.
Remark 2.11. Let V be an absolute order unit space and let v ∈ M m,n (V ) for some m, n ∈ N. Then v = 0 if and only if |v| m,n = 0.
Proposition 2.12. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let v ∈ V.
Proof. If v = 0, then |v| = 0 and |v * | = 0 so that the result holds trivially. Thus we may assume that v = 0. Then |v| = 0 and |v * | = 0.
As
we have |v| , |v * | ≤ v . Now, as in the proof of Proposition 2.10, we may
3. Partial isometry C * -algebras are the primary source of examples for absolute matrix order unit spaces. One of the aims of this paper is to generalize and study certain C *algebraic notions in the order theoretic context.
) be an absolute matrix order unit space and let v ∈ M n (V ) for some n ∈ N.
(1) v is said to be normal, if |v| n = |v * | n ;
(2) v is said to be a unitary, if |v| n = |v * | n = e n ;
(3) v is said to be a symmetry, if v * = v and |v| n = e n ; (4) v is said to be an order projection, if v * = v and |2v − e n | n = e n ; (5) v is said to be a partial unitary, if |v| n = |v * | n is an order projection; (6) v is said to be a partial symmetry, if v * = v and |v| n is an order projection; Now let v ∈ M m,n (V ) for some m, n ∈ N . (7) v is said to be a partial isometry, if |v| m,n and |v * | n,m are order projections; (8) v is said to be an isometry, if v is a partial isometry and |v| m,n = e n ; (9) v is said to be a co-isometry, if v is a partial isometry and |v * | n,m = e m .
In this paper, we shall keep our focus on partial isometries, vis-a-vis on order projections. The set of all partial symmetries in M m,n (V ) will be denoted by PI m,n (V ) and the set of all order projections in M n (V ) will be denoted by OP n (V ). For m = n, we write PI m,n (V ) = PI n (V ). For n = 1, we shall write PI(V ) for PI 1 (V ) and OP(V ) for OP 1 (V ).
The first author introduced and studied order projections defined in an absolute order unit space [20] . As partial isometries are defined in terms of order projections, the following properties of order projections will be helpful in the study of partial isometries and order projections in the matricial context.
(2) For p, q ∈ OP(V ), the following statements are equivalent:
These statements remain valid in an absolute matrix order unit space V , if we replace OP(V ) by OP n (V ) for any n ∈ N. Remark 3.3. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let m, n ∈ N.
(1) It follows from Proposition 2.
. Then the following facts are equivalent:
(a) v ∈ PI m,n (V );
Proposition 3.4. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let v ∈ M n (V ) sa for some n ∈ N. Then v ∈ PI n (V ) (that is, v is a partial symmetry) if, and only if, v ± ∈ OP n (V ). In particular, if v ∈ M m,n (V ) for some m, n ∈ N,
Conversely suppose that v ± ∈ OP n (V ). Again by Remark 3.2(2), we get that
Hence v ∈ PI m,n (V ) if, and only if, 
for all i = 1, 2, · · · , k. By Proposition 2.4, we get that Proof. Let p ⊕ q ∈ OP m+n (V ). Then
Thus |2p − e m | m = e m and |2q − e n | n = e n so that p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ). Now tracing back the proof, we can prove the converse part.
Lemma 3.7. Let V be an absolutely matrix ordered space and let n ∈ N. Then |α * vα| n = α * |v| n α, if v ∈ M n (V ) and α ∈ M n is a unitary.
Proof. By 2.5(2), we have |α * vα| n ≤ α * ||v| n α| n = ||v| n α| n = |α(α * |v| n α)| n ≤ α * |v| n α.
Thus |α * vα| n ≤ α * |v| n α. Now replacing v by αvα * , we get |v| n ≤ α * |αvα * | n α so that α|v| n α * ≤ |αvα * | n . Finally, interchanging α and α * , we get that α * |v| n α ≤ |α * vα| n . Hence |α * vα| n = α * |v| n α. Similarly αvα * = δ(v ⊕ 0 m−n )δ * . Now by Lemma 3.7, we get
Next let p ∈ OP n (V ) and put r = p ⊕ 0 m−n . Then r ∈ OP m (V ) and αpα * = δrδ * . Thus r ⊥ (e m − r) so that, by the first part, we have δrδ * ⊥ δ(e m − r)δ * = e m − δrδ * . Hence αpα * ∈ OP m (V ).
Comparison of order projections
Recall that a pair of projections p and q in a C * -algebra A is said to (Murray-von Neumann) equivalent if there exists a partial isometry u ∈ A such that p = u * u and q = uu * , or equivalently, p = |u| and q = |u * |. The alternative form provides room to extend the notion to absolute matrix order unit spaces. However, before we formally introduce the notion, let us look at the other aspects.
First, let us note that existence of a partial isometry is identical to that of a (Murray-von Neumann) equivalent pair of projections. In other words, the study of equivalence of a pair of projections is the study of partial isometries. Being multiplicative in nature, a partial isometry enjoys certain properties with order theoretic connotation which we have not been able to prove order theoretically.
(1) Let u be a partial isometry in a C * -algebra A so that |u| and |u * | are projections and let p be projection in A. Then p ≤ |u| if and only if there exists a partial isometry u 1 ∈ A with u 1 ⊥ (u − u 1 ) such that p = |u 1 |. In fact, if p ≤ |u|, we put u 1 = up. Then u 1 is also a partial isometry in A with u 1 ⊥ (u − u 1 ) such that p = |u 1 |. Conversely, if u 1 is a partial isometry in A with u 1 ⊥ (u − u 1 ) such that p = |u 1 |, then p ≤ |u|. (2) Let u and v be any two partial isometries in A such that |u| = |v|. Put w = vu * . Then w * w = uu * and ww * = vv * , that is, |w| = |u * | and |w * | = |v * |.
These properties can be extended to M m,n (A) for any m, n ∈ N. We propose them in terms of the following conditions on an absolute matrix order unit space V : (H) If u ∈ PI m,n (V ) and if p ∈ OP n (V ) with p ≤ |u| m,n , then there exists a u 1 ∈ PI m,n (V ) with u 1 ⊥ (u − u 1 ) such that p = |u 1 |. (T) If u ∈ PI m,n (V ) and v ∈ PI l,n (V ) with |u| m,n = |v| l,n , then there exists a w ∈ PI m,l (V ) such that |w * | l,m = |u * | n,m and |w| m,l = |v * | n,l .
Definition 4.1. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space. We write
Given p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ), we say that p is partial isometric equivalent to q, (we write, p ∼ q), if there exists a v ∈ PI m,n (V ) such that p = |v * | n,m and q = |v| m,n .
Lemma 4.2. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying condition (H) and let p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ) for some m, n ∈ N with p ∼ q. If
Proof. Since p ∼ q, there exists u ∈ PI m,n (V ) such that p = |u * | n,m and q = |u| m,n . As p 1 ≤ p = |u * | n,m , by condition (H), there Proof. (a) Let p ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Considering p ∈ PI ∞ (V ), we get p ∼ p. (b) Let p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ) be such that p ∼ q. Then there exists a v ∈ PI m,n (V ) such that p = |v * | n,m and q = |v| n,m . Now, for w = v * ∈ PI n,m (V ), we have q = |w * | m,n and p = |w| n,m . Thus q ∼ p.
(c) Let p ∈ OP k (V ), q ∈ OP l (V ) and r ∈ OP m (V ) be such that p ∼ q and q ∼ r. Then there exists u ∈ PI k,l (V ) and v ∈ PI l,m (V ) such that p = |u * | l,k , q = |u| k,l , q = |v * | m,l and r = |v| l,m . As |u| k,l = |v * | m,l , by condition (T), there exists w ∈ PI k,m (V ) such that |w| k,m = |v| l,m = r and |w * | m,k = |u * | l,k = p. Thus p ∼ r.
Proposition 4.5. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p, q, r, p ′ , q ′ ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Then
(1) If m, n ∈ N and let p ∈ OP m (V ), then p ∼ p ⊕ 0 n and p ∼ 0 n ⊕ p;
(2) If p ∼ q and p ′ ∼ q ′ with p ⊥ p ′ and q ⊥ q ′ , then p + p ′ ∼ q + q ′ ;
Proof.
(1) Let m, n ∈ N and let p ∈ OP m (V ). Put v = p 0 n,m . Then by Remark 2.6(4) and (5), we have |v| = p and |v * | = p ⊕ 0 n . Thus p ∼ p ⊕ 0 n . Similarly, w = 0 n,m p yields |w| = p and |w * | = 0 n ⊕ p so that p ∼ 0 n ⊕ p.
(2) For definiteness, let p, p ′ ∈ OP m (V ) and q, q ′ ∈ OP n (V ). Since p ⊥ p ′ and q ⊥ q ′ , by Remark 3.2(2), we have p + p ′ ∈ OP m (V ) and q + q ′ ∈ OP n (V ).
Since p ∼ q and p ′ ∼ q ′ , there exist v, v ′ ∈ PI m,n (V ) such that p = |v * | n,m , q = |v| m,n , p ′ = |v ′ * | n,m and q ′ = |v ′ | m,n . As p ⊥ p ′ and q ⊥ q ′ , by Remark 2.7, we get that v ⊥ v ′ . Now by Corollary 3.5, we may conclude that v + v ′ ∈ PI m,n . Also then Hence p ⊕ q ∼ q ⊕ p. (5) By (1), we get that p ∼ p ⊕ 0 n and q ∼ 0 n ⊕ q. Also p ⊕ 0 n ⊥ 0 n ⊕ q. Thus by (2), we may conclude that p + q ∼ p ⊕ q. Now, (6) can be proved in the same way.
Definition 4.6. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p, q ∈ OP ∞ (V ). We say that p q, if there exists r ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p ∼ r ≤ q. (1) Then is a reflexive and transitive relation.
(2) Let p, q, r, s ∈ OP ∞ (V ). If p r and q s, then p ⊕ q r ⊕ s.
Proof. (1) . Let p, q, r ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Then p p holds trivially. Next let p q and q r. Then there exist p 1 , q 1 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p ∼ p 1 ≤ q and q ∼ q 1 ≤ r.
Since p 1 ≤ q ∼ q 1 , by Lemma 4.2, there exists q 2 ≤ q 1 such that p 1 ∼ q 2 . Since p ∼ p 1 and since p 1 ∼ q 2 , by Proposition 4.4, we get p ∼ q 2 ≤ q 1 ≤ r. Thus p r.
(2). Let p r and q s. Then there are p 1 , q 1 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p ∼ p 1 ≤ r and q ∼ q 1 ≤ s. Thus p ⊕ q ∼ p 1 ⊕ q 1 ≤ r ⊕ s so that p ⊕ q r ⊕ s. Proof. First assume that p q. Then p ∼ r ≤ q for some r ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Put p 0 = (q − r). Then p 0 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) with p 0 ⊥ r. Since r ∼ p, by Proposition 4.5, we get that q = r + p 0 ∼ p ⊕ p 0 .
Conversely assume that q ∼ p ⊕ p 0 for some p 0 ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Then p ⊕ 0 ≤ p ⊕p 0 ∼ q. Thus by Lemma 4.2, there exist r ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p ⊕0 ∼ r ≤ q. Now, by Proposition 4.5(1), we have p ∼ p ⊕ 0 so that p q. Corollary 4.9. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying (T) and let p 1 , p 2 , q 1 , q 2 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p 1 ⊥ p 2 and q 1 ⊥ q 2 . If p 1 q 1 and p 2 q 2 , then p 1 + p 2 q 1 + q 2 .
Proof. Suppose that p 1 q 1 and p 2 q 2 . By Proposition 4.7(2), we get that p 1 ⊕ p 2 q 1 ⊕ q 2 . Now p 1 + p 2 ∼ p 1 ⊕ p 2 and q 1 + q 2 ∼ q 1 ⊕ q 2 so that p 1 + p 2 p 1 ⊕ p 2 and q 1 ⊕ q 2 q 1 + q 2 . Therefore, again by Proposition 4.7(1), we may conclude that p 1 + p 2 q 1 + q 2 . (1) Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space. Then a partial isometry in V may be ortho-component of more than one unitary in V. To see this, let V = M 2 (C) and put v = 0 1 0 0 and w c = 0 0 c 0 with |c| = 1. Then u c := v + w c is a unitary in V and w c is an orthocomplement of v for any c ∈ C with |c| = 1.
(2) Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space. Then every partial unitary is an ortho-component of some unitary. In fact, if v is partial unitary in M n (V ) for some n ∈ N, then v ⊥ e n − |v| n so that v + e n − |v| n is unitary.
Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p, q ∈ OP n (V ) for some n ∈ N. We say that p is unitary equivalent to q, (we write, p ∼ u q), if there exists a unitary u ∈ M n (V ) and an ortho-component v of u such that p = |v * | n and q = |v| n .
Note that if v is an ortho-complement of a unitary u, then v and u−v are partial isometries. In the next result, we characterize unitary equivalence of projections in terms of partial isometry equivalence. Proof. First, let p ∼ u q. Then there exists an ortho-complement v of a unitary u in M n (V ) such that p = |v * | n and q = |v| n . Put w = u − v. Then |v| n + |w| n = |v + w| n = |u| n = e n and |v * | n + |w * | n = |v * + w * | n = |u * | n = e n . Thus |w * | n = e n − p and |w| n = e n − q so that p ∼ q and e n − p ∼ e n − q.
Conversely, assume that p ∼ q and e n − p ∼ e n − q. Then there exist partial isometries v, w ∈ M n (V ) such that p = |v * | n , q = |v| n , e n − p = |w * | n and e n − q = |w| n . Thus |v| n ⊥ |w| n and |v * | n ⊥ |w * | n . Now, by Remark 2.7(2) and Proposition 2.8(1), we get that v ⊥ w with |v + w| n = e n = |v * + w * | n . Thus u := v + w is a unitary so that p ∼ u q. (1) Then ∼ u is an equivalence relation in OP n (V ) for all n ∈ N.
Proof. (1) follows from Propositions 4.4 and 4.13.
(2). Let p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ). It follows from Proposition 4.5(4) that p ⊕ q ∼ q ⊕ p and (e m − p) ⊕ (e n − q) ∼ (e n − q) ⊕ (e m − p). Thus p ⊕ q ∼ u q ⊕ p.
(3) follows from Propositions 4.5(3) and 4.13.
Corollary 4.15. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying condition (T) and let p, q ∈ OP n (V ) for some n ∈ N. Then following statements are equivalent:
Proof. First assume that p ∼ q. Then p = |v * | n and q = |v| n for some partial isometry v ∈ M n (V ). Put u = v * e n − q e n − p v and consider u 11 = v * 0 0 0 , u 12 = 0 e n − q 0 0 , u 21 = 0 0 e n − p 0 and u 22 = 0 0 0 v . Then u = u 11 + u 12 + u 21 + u 22 . Also, we have |u 11 | 2n = p ⊕ 0, |u 12 | 2n = 0 ⊕ (e n − q), |u 21 | 2n = (e n − p) ⊕ 0 and |u 22 | 2n = 0 ⊕ q. Similarly, |u * 11 | 2n = q ⊕ 0, |u * 12 | 2n = (e n − q) ⊕ 0, |u * 21 | 2n = 0 ⊕ (e n − p) and |u * 22 | 2n = 0 ⊕ p. Thus u 11 , u 12 , u 21 and u 22 are mutually orthogonal partial isometries in M n (V ) and subsequently, u is a unitary in M n (V ). In particular, p ⊕ 0 n ∼ u q ⊕ 0 n and 0 n ⊕ p ∼ u 0 n ⊕ q. Therefore, (1) implies (2) and (3) .
Conversely assume that p⊕0 ∼ u q ⊕0. Then by Proposition 4.13, p⊕0 ∼ q ⊕0. Thus by Propositions 4.5(1) and 4.4, we may conclude that p ∼ q. Proposition 4. 16 . Let (V, e) be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p ∈ OP n (V ) for some n ∈ N. If δ is a unitary in M n , then p ∼ u δ * pδ.
Proof. Let δ ∈ M n be a unitary. Put δ * pδ = q. Consider v = δ * p. Then |v| n = |δ * p| n = p and |v * | n = |pδ| n = |δq| n = q for pδ = δq. Thus p ∼ q. Since e n − q = e n − δ * pδ = δ * (e n − p)δ, by a similar argument, we can also show that (e n − p) ∼ (e n − q). Thus p ∼ u q. 
Infinite projections
Definition 5.1. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p ∈ OP n (V ) for some n ∈ N. Then p is said to be infinite, if there exists q ∈ OP n (V ) with q ≤ p and q = p such that p ∼ q. We say that p is finite, if it is not infinite.
Remark 5.2. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space.
(1) Let p, q ∈ OP n (V ) for some n ∈ N such that p ≤ q. If q is finite, then so is p.
Corollary 5.3. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let n ∈ N.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) e n is finite;
(2) Every isometry in M n (V ) is unitary;
(3) p is finite for all p ∈ OP n (V ).
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) follows from Remark 5.2(1).
(1) implies (2): Let v ∈ M n (V ) is an isometry, then |v * | n ∼ |v| n = e n . Since |v * | n ∈ OP(V ), we have that |v * | n ≤ e n . By assumption, we get that |v * | n = e n so that v is unitary.
(2) implies (3): Let p, q ∈ OP n (V ) such that p ∼ q ≤ p. There exists v ∈ V with |v| n = p and |v * | n = q. Since q ≤ p, we get that v ⊥ (e n −p). Put w = v +(e n −p). Then |w| n = |v| n + (e n − p) = e n and |w * | n = |v * | n + (e n − p) = q + (e n − p). By assumption, we have that |w * | n = e n so that q = p. Hence every projection in M n (V ) is finite.
In the next result, we characterize infinite projections. For this, we need the following:
Lemma 5.4. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying conditions (T) and (H) and let p ∼ q for some p ∈ OP m (V ) and q ∈ OP n (V ), m, n ∈ N. If p is infinite, then q is also infinite.
Proof. Let p = r 1 . As r 1 is infinite, there exists r 2 ∈ OP m (V ) such that r 2 ≤ r 1 ∼ r 2 . By Lemma 4.2, we can find a projection r 3 ∈ OP m with r 3 ≤ r 2 such that r 2 ∼ r 3 and (r 1 − r 2 ) ∼ (r 2 − r 3 ). Now the result follows from induction on n.
Remark 5.8. Put r n − r n+1 = s n . As r n+1 ≤ r n with r n = r n+1 , we have s n ∈ OP \ {0} for all n ∈ N. Further, as k n=1 s n = r 1 − r k+1 ≤ r 1 for all k ∈ N, we get that s m ⊥ s n with p = r 1 = n k=1 s k + r n+1 for all m, n ∈ N, m = n. Corollary 5.9. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying conditions (T) and (H) and let q p for some p, q ∈ OP ∞ (V ). If p is finite, then q is also finite.
Proof. Since q p, by Proposition 4.8, we get that p ∼ q ⊕ q 0 for some q 0 ∈ OP n (V ). Now, assume that p is finite. Then by Lemma 5.4, q ⊕ q 0 is also finite. Since q ⊕ 0 n ≤ q ⊕ q 0 , by Remark 5.2(1) and Lemma 5.4, we may conclude that q is also finite.
Proposition 5.10. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying conditions (T) and (H) and let p q and q p for some p, q ∈ OP ∞ (V ). If one of them is finite, then p ∼ q.
Proof. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that p is a finite order projection. As p q and q p, by Proposition 4.8, we have q ∼ p ⊕ p 0 and p ∼ q ⊕ q 0 for some p 0 , q 0 ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Thus by Proposition 4.5, we get that p ∼ (p⊕p 0 )⊕q 0 . Then we get that p 0 = 0 and that q 0 = 0. Thus q ∼ p⊕0 ∼ p.
Properly infinite projections.
Definition 5.11. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p ∈ OP n (V ) \ {0} for some n ∈ N. We say that p is properly infinte, if there exist r, s ∈ OP n (V ) such that r + s ≤ p and r ∼ p ∼ s. Proposition 5.12. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space and let p, q ∈ OP n (V ) \ {0} for some n ∈ N. If p and q both are properly infinite and if p ⊥ q, then p + q is also properly infinite.
Proof. Assume that p and q both are properly infinite. Then there exist r 1 , r 2 , s 1 , s 2 ∈ OP n (V ) such that (r 1 + s 1 ) ≤ p, (r 2 + s 2 ) ≤ q, r 1 ∼ p ∼ s 1 and r 2 ∼ q ∼ s 2 . Since p ⊥ q, we have r 1 ⊥ r 2 and s 1 ⊥ s 2 . Now by Proposition 4.5(2), (r 1 + r 2 ) ∼ (p + q) ∼ (s 1 + s 2 ). Also, (r 1 + r 2 ) + (s 1 + s 2 ) ≤ p + q so that p + q is properly infinite.
Theorem 5.13. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying condition (T) and let p ∈ OP ∞ (V ) \ {0}. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) p is properly infinite;
(2) p ⊕ 0 is properly infinite;
(3) 0 ⊕ p is properly infinite; Moreover, if V also satisfy (H), then the above statements are also equivalent to:
(4) p ⊕ p p.
Proof. It follows from the definition that (1) implies (2) and (3).
(2) implies (1): Let p⊕0 be properly infinite. Then there exist s 1 , s 2 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) with s 1 , s 2 ≤ p ⊕ 0 such that s 1 ∼ p ⊕ 0 ∼ s 2 . Since s 1 , s 2 ≤ p ⊕ 0, there exist r 1 , r 2 ∈ OP ∞ (V ) with r 1 , r 2 ≤ p such that s 1 = r 1 ⊕ 0 and s 2 = r 2 ⊕ 0. Thus r 1 ⊕ 0 ∼ p ⊕ 0 ∼ r 2 ⊕ 0. Now by Proposition 4.5(1), we get that r 1 ∼ p ∼ r 2 . Thus p is also properly infinite.
Similarly, we can show that (3) implies (1) as well. Now suppose that V also satisfy (H).
(1) implies (4): Assume that p is properly infinite. Then there exist r, s ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that r + s ≤ p and r ∼ p ∼ s. Since r ⊥ s, by Proposition 4.5, we get that (r + s) ∼ p ⊕ p. Hence p ⊕ p p. (1) Then p is infinite whenever it is properly infinite.
(2) If q ∈ OP m (V ) \ {0} and if both p, q are properly infinite, then so is p ⊕ q.
Proposition 5.15. Let V be an absolute matrix order unit space satisfying conditions (T) and (H) and let p, q ∈ OP ∞ (V ) \ {0} be such that p q p. If p is properly infinite, then so is q.
Proof. As p q p, by Proposition 4.8, we have q ∼ p ⊕ p 0 and p ∼ q ⊕ q 0 for some p 0 , q 0 ∈ OP ∞ (V ). Now assume that p is properly infinite. Then by Theorem 5.13, p ⊕ p p. Thus by Proposition 4.8, there exists r ∈ OP ∞ (V ) such that p ∼ (p ⊕ p) ⊕ r. A repeated use of Proposition 4.5 yields that
Again applying Proposition 4.8 and Theorem 5.13, we may conclude that q is properly infinite.
Remark 5.16. It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.15 that if p ∼ q and if p is properly infinite, then so is q.
